FAIR ALLOCATION OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE IN
CITIES WITH HIGH INEQUALITY

Abstract
In the field of transport justice, there are distinct approaches on how to analyze transport
system fairness, usually focused on differences in accessibility levels throughout an urban
area. Since most research on transport justice is done by scholars in Western countries with
a large middle class and a relatively small share of low-income households, this thesis aims
to adapt Karel Martens’ (2012; 2017) work to the reality of a city with high income
inequality using the available data. In part because of its rich data set, the young carcentered city of Brasilia has been used as a case study. Its many neighborhoods have been
ranked and the neighborhood(s) with the highest need for public transport improvements
is selected. The actual introduction of a new mode of transport in a neighborhood with high
accessibility is used as a real-life comparative of where these investments should be placed
if following an approach based on fairness.
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Summary
This master thesis describes how fairness in the (public) transport system can be assessed
in a developing-world context. The research is based on diverse literature regarding its
conceptual foundation and follows an adapted guideline presented in Karel Martens’ 2017
book Transport Justice. These guidelines and rules were altered to better fit the scope and
the time frame of the research. The research is connected to the transport justice theory not
only in its methodology, but also in its purpose and focus, since the motivation for this
research lies in the acknowledgement of transport as a basic right.
The adapted guidelines for fairness assessment were applied in the case study of Brasilia,
Brazil’s capital. The city’s government regularly conducts a household level survey of all its
neighborhoods which includes data regarding travel patterns and income levels. Combined
with this survey data, public transport system information, such as bus routes and their
frequencies, was collected from the city’s transport agency and double checked through
open source public transport websites.
The thesis relies on secondary data analysis since no information could be extracted in loco
due to the distance, time and cost constraints of doing so. The methodology is based on a
positivist approach, focusing on quantitative data rather than qualitative. The extracted and
handled data is translated into scores for easier comparison and into visual representations
such as maps and graphics to create a clearer understanding of patterns of fairness and
unfairness across geographical space.
When comparing final scores, it becomes visible that the high-income inequality of the
developing-world cities – as exemplified by Brasilia’s case – is reproduced in terms of access
to public transport, accessibility, and travel time, with high income population generally
receiving better service than their less advantaged counterparts.
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1.Introduction
1.1. Starting points
Cities in developing and emerging countries have been growing rapidly over the past
decades. This growth has gone hand in hand with increasing distances between people’s
residences and key destinations, such as employment, education, and leisure. Where
transport systems have kept pace, or for people who have been able to move to faster
transport modes (typically the car), the impacts of increased distances on travel times have
been limited. However, due to the rapid growth, transport systems have often not kept pace
with a city’s growth, leading to increases in travel time for many. This increase in travel time
does not affect the city’s population homogeneously, but particularly people living in areas
where the transport system fails to deliver a sufficient service. A wide range of research has
now demonstrated that transport disadvantage can act to limit access to social and
economic activities and that this can both lower the quality of life and exacerbate social
exclusion (Social Exclusion Unit, 2003; Lucas, 2004a; Currie et al., 2007; Hine, 2007). This
effect combined with the existing income and social inequality in developing countries
makes it a pressing issue in politics and research.
But if the transport disadvantages do not affect all inhabitants equally, the benefits of the
improvements of, and investments in, accessibility are not shared evenly either (Handy,
2002, p. 10). The discussion and research on how fair or just the accessibility to
opportunities is divided among a region’s population grows and is getting more evidence in
the last decades. The theories on the concept of justice and fairness often regard society’s
organization as a whole rather than specific institutions (Fabre, 2007 pp. 19-20).
Consequently, transport has been recently considered a matter of justice by several
scholars.
This leads to the idea of Transport Justice, which states that transport planning should go
beyond focusing on increasing the accessibility levels, but also focus on how these
improvements are being distributed by basing this distribution on fairness. Karel Martens’
framework on Transport Justice will be adapted in this research as a basis for identifying
areas with a greater need for transport improvements than others. A set of indicators will
be collected, ranked, and compared taking into consideration an urban environment with
high income inequality and segregation.
To exemplify this concept, a case study will be used. Brazil’s capital, Brasilia, is a carcentered planned city with more than four million inhabitants in its metropolitan region.
With a rapid increase in its already high car fleet, Brasilia is slowly embracing new transport
modes by expanding its cycle path network and implementing a new light rail line in its city
center. The population living in the area along the proposed line has one of the highest
scores on the Human Development Index (HDI) and income levels in the country and
currently receives the most bus lines in the city, raising the question if that is the most
appropriate place to implement such infrastructure.
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The fact that Brasilia’s transport system was considered noticeably efficient in its early
years only to fall into the same issues that affect other large cities in the Global South, also
increase the appeal of this city as a case study. The easily identifiable patterns of having its
poor population living at the periphery and the wealthier part occupying the city center
matched other urban centers in developing countries. This similarity demonstrates a
potential of comparison to other cases.
By comparing mobility aspects on Brasilia’s many neighborhoods, this master thesis aims
to identify which of them would be more deserving of transport improvements, when
starting from concepts of fairness and justice.

1.2. Research problem statement
Brasilia is one of the many large urban areas in developing countries with a high income
inequality (0,602 on the Gini Index) and with significant differences in access to public
services (Brasil. Ministério das Cidades, 2014). Arguably, this situation calls for dedicated
investments in public transport infrastructures to serve population groups who cannot or
can barely afford a car, to provide them with access to the employment and amenities large
cities have to offer. Yet, many cities in the Global South do not systematically account for the
transport needs of poor households when planning their transport systems (Vasconcellos,
2001). Like these cities, Brasilia continues to ignore the lack of access to adequate public
transportation in poorer areas and the related lack of accessibility to key destinations, by
implementing a new light rail project along a route already well-served by multiple bus
lines.
Such an approach seems to be at odds with the persistently high share of people without
cars and the significant financial burden created by forced car ownership among lowincome households in cities with high inequality rates. A systematic analysis of the
performance of the transport system in such cities from the perspective of transport justice
could assist governments to redirect their investments to (also) serve lower income
populations. Yet, the majority of such analytical methods, suited to identify areas in most
need of public transport improvements, have been developed for cities in Western
countries. Many developing-world cities have characteristics distinctly different from these
cities, in terms of income inequalities, available infrastructures, and land use patterns.
Brasilia, while unique in its history, also differs considerably from Western cities, with its
spread-out geographical distribution of population and its large socio-economic gaps
between population groups. Furthermore, there is a relatively small number of researches
about public transport systems in Global South cities in general and in Brasilia in particular.
Given the distinct characteristics, an assessment and adaptation of methods to assess the
fairness of transport system is likely necessary for these methods to be applicable in a
developing-world context.
Against this background, this study seeks to answer two questions. The first relates to the
challenges of applying transport justice in Global South context and is methodological in
character:
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How can the fairness of (investments in) transport systems be assessed in a
developing-world context?

To answer this first research question, empirical research will be conducted for one selected
case study city: Brasilia. This choice will be further explained in the methodology chapter.
The case study does not only serve as the basis for answering the first question but is also
important in and of itself. As briefly discussed above, there is severe critique on the
proposed investment in light rail in Brasilia, in part because the alignment of the light rail
line seems to serve better-off population groups rather than lower-income groups with
limited access to private cars. The case study seeks to provide a more systematic empirical
base for these equity-inspired claims by answering the following question:
To what extent does the proposed light rail line in Brasilia enhance transport
justice in the metropolitan area?

1.3. Scientific and societal relevance of the proposed
research
Societal Relevance
As Pereira (2018) stated in his PhD research, it is widely expected that most of the
population growth in urban areas in the next decades will happen in developing countries
(Seto et al., 2012) along with the fact that cities concentrate some of the most critical
challenges of transportation (Hickman et al., 2015). These challenges will probably intensify
as the world becomes more urbanized, particularly in major cities of the Global South that
face high population density and poor infrastructure (UN-HABITAT, 2010). Brasilia shares
several characteristics of cities in the Global South today and presents many of the
challenges that other cities will increasingly face in the future, with elevated levels of social
inequality, increasing automobile use and, although dispersed, a large and increasing
population.
A common characteristic of the distribution of Public Transport in Brazilian and, to a larger
extent, Latin American contexts is the lack of services in fringe suburban areas (Pereira,
2018). This is not different from many Western cities, but what is different is the population
composition in these fringe areas. Typically, these are the (only) areas where socially and
economically disadvantaged groups usually can afford to live. Research projects that can
quantify the need to address those regions and its inhabitants can be of great significance if
eventually translated into public policies.
The results of this research could be addressed to policy makers, national, regional and local
authorities that are responsible for spatial planning to create more effective and fair
allocation of public transport infrastructure. Consequently, this research can be used for a
more just and fairer implementation of transport policies as well as to increase awareness
and provide better quality of life.
12
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The unjust distribution of transport supply across a population can create harmful effects
for social groups that already face economic or social disadvantage such as older, disabled,
or low-income people (Lucas and Jones, 2012).

Scientific Relevance
Transport or mobility inequality is an ongoing theme within the transportation literature.
For instance, in 1973 Wachs and Kumagai identified physical mobility as a major
contributor to social and economic inequality in the United States context (Wachs and
Kumagai, 1973). Likewise, in the UK, Banister and Hall (1981) stated that transport visibly
had a significant role in determining social outcomes for different sectors of society in terms
of both the absence of adequate transport services and the impact of the transport system
on individuals and communities. As every aspect of (public) transportation in developing
countries is capable of being significantly improved, the priorities of investments are often
not focused on increasing the situation of people with the lowest accessibility level but often
to improve the existing system’s efficiency.
Lastly, such methods of identifying discrepancies in the quality of public transport provision
were not tested in urban areas with high inequality rates, where possibly different methods
would be needed to identify transport disadvantage.
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2. Literature review and theoretical framework
2.1. Introduction
A wide range of research has demonstrated that transport disadvantage can act to limit
access to social and economic activities and that this can both lower the quality of life and
exacerbate social exclusion (Social Exclusion Unit, 2003; Lucas, 2004a; Currie et al., 2007).
In general, research in this field has either focused on specific socially disadvantaged groups
or focused on geographical locations facing disadvantage. Studies focused on transport
disadvantage for inner-city residents have been dominated by US research exploring
unemployment and racial disadvantage of ‘ghetto type’ developments (Cervero and Tsai,
2003; Cervero, 2004), often building on the spatial mismatch hypothesis (Kain 1968). Like
in other fields, there is a lack of material produced by or applied on developing countries
that have an economic and urban structure often quite different from Western cities,
including often much higher rates of social economic inequality.
Although there have been studies about unequal access to locations and forms of
movements for a long time in transport and urban research, the focus on transport and
mobility justice has skyrocketed in recent years (Verlinghieri and Schwanen, 2020). The
literature addresses multiple questions including which neighborhoods of a city benefit
from transport infrastructure projects and service provision (Currie, 2010; Foth et al.,
2013). But literature still debates on how to analyze it in situations of great income
disparities and segregation, especially in which data may not be readily available.
In what follows, I first discuss the importance of moving from mobility to accessibility and
I will then discuss the more recent literature on transport justice. I end the chapter with a
brief conclusion.

2.2. Accessibility-focused transport planning
Although the traditional approach to transport planning has become widely used, there is a
number of criticisms on such approach. One of which is that a “well-functioning transport
system” and “getting around” are not goals in themselves, but that the goal of transport
planning should be to provide people with accessibility (Levine & Garb, 2002). In this
context, the planning for accessibility means the enhancement of the potential for
interactions for citizens (Hansen, 1959). The difference between the two concepts may
seem minor, but its implications for planning are significant. Accessibility planning sees
transport as a means to an end, while mobility planning sees transport as a good thing in
itself. This insight has changed transport planning because accessibility-based transport
planning uses other tools than mobility-focused planning. One example is by better
integration of land use planning and transport planning, with the aim of reducing travel
distances and the need for travel (Miller & Hoel, 2002). This approach shows that it is
possible to reduce the mobility of travelers but raise their accessibility.
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In this thesis, the concept of accessibility will be used, for it is a more useful perspective for
the measurement of the effects of transport on quality of life. Although an improvement in
the mobility or the accessibility of a person may not directly increase the standard of living,
the potential for such enhancement can be better estimated with the latter concept.

2.3. Transport Justice
If on the one hand the concept of accessibility could be considered the main goal for
transport planning by aiming to raise the general level of accessibility in a society on a
system level, on the other hand it does not address how the potential benefits are
distributed in said society (Handy, 2002, p. 10).
In his article, Stefan Gössling (2016) affirms that injustice is a key characteristic in
contemporary transport systems because they tend to be designed for motorized vehicles.
In most cities, the dominant transport system benefits only a share of traffic participants,
while putting considerable burdens on others, as well as residents and society as a whole
(Azetsop 2010; Lucas 2012; Martens et al. 2012; Vasconcellos 2014).
Sheller (2015) states that there has been a decade‐long decline in the car use in the United
States together with other developed countries. This transition is connected to the rise of
more sustainable forms of urban transport and increased use of transit, as well as changes
in urban spatial planning. This ongoing transition resulted in concentrating the benefits to
specific sectors of the population while those who are already disadvantaged could not
enjoy the gains. These points bring the need for adding the justice and fairness concepts in
the discussion.
Most mainstream theories of justice relate to the basic structure of a society rather than to
a particular institution (Fabre, 2007 pp. 19-20). Consequently, transport has not been
considered a matter of justice in more than one front by several scholars. The idea of
Transport Justice is that transport planning should go beyond focusing on increasing the
accessibility levels, but also focus on how these improvements are being distributed by
basing this distribution on fairness. Nonetheless, the concept of “fairness” is open for
interpretation and has been a matter of debate for millennia in the philosophy field. This
calls for a systematic reasoning and societal debate to reach a principle supported by most
of the population.
More recently, Martens (2017) has developed an extensive argument in defense of a
particular principle of justice and has subsequently formulated a framework for Transport
Justice. This framework consists of a bundle of rules to guide transport planners in their
decision-making process. The premise that inequality in accessibility is inherent for reasons
of geography and geometry. But if accessibility cannot be distributed equally, the question
is what might constitute a fair pattern of accessibility. One starting point is to learn from
other policy domains, in some of which it has been accepted that there is a minimum level
of service for goods in many areas in society and that its citizens have the right to it (Jeekel
and Martens, 2017). The most prominent services and goods to which principles of justice
are applied in many societies are education and healthcare.
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While in most societies it is accepted that a part of the population may have better access to
these goods than the rest, it is not commonly accepted that others have insufficient access
to it by no fault of their own. This makes it necessary to apply principles of justice to guide
the distribution of said goods in society. For example, this distributive idea can be seen in
solutions aimed to reach the entire population, as free universal healthcare or free public
education, or social benefits for lower income people to afford these goods, as health
insurance subscriptions or student loans. Although, this is meant to reach a sufficient level
of service in those areas, the definition of ‘sufficient’ is subject to societal debate and
ultimately political decision-making. The broad support for providing every person with an
adequate or sufficient level of health care still leaves substantial room for political
disagreement even if there is agreement on the principle of sufficiency.
Although there are no clear definitions on which goods could be considered “distributive
goods”, Walzer (1983) implies that there is a limited amount of it. He suggests that a good
can be considered distributive if the lack of access to it culminate in a lack of access to other
goods. One can consider that the transport good, which can be defined as accessibility,
should be allocated in a separate sphere, in which the distribution of accessibility is
subsequently subject to similar principles as health and education (Martens, 2012). As
discrepancies in accessibility levels can impact largely on people’s lives, it affects the access
to other goods.
As mentioned before, transport disadvantage can limit access to fundamental social and
economic activities which can both lower the quality of life and exacerbate social exclusion,
feeding a loop on increasing inequality. This is one important reason accessibility should be
subject to fair distribution, according to Martens.
The fair distribution implies that transport and spatial planning should always incorporate
principles of justice to ensure that individuals enjoy a sufficient level of accessibility. Since
there is no standard definition for this level, it is required to be deliberated for each
situation and should be based on a measurable accessibility level. In his book, Martens
proposes two ways to delineate this threshold: “The delineation of a sufficiency threshold
for accessibility can be based on either a detailed understanding of the empirical
relationship between accessibility levels and the quantity and quality of activity
participation or on a pragmatic approach of accessibility measurement and ranking of
population groups in terms of their experienced accessibility levels” (Martens, 2017, p.
144). Planners should take these principles into consideration and concentrate
interventions and investments on the groups with the highest accessibility insufficiency.

2.3.1. Transport Planning Based on Principles of Justice
In the third part of his book, Martens (2017) presents rules of transportation planning
based on principles of justice. These rules or guidelines are helpful to both decision-making
parties in the transport system and citizen groups, for the guidelines can provide a point of
reference for critics on and suggestions for transportation planning.
The author reaffirms the critical role that accessibility plays in transportation planning
based on principles of justice and that, as seen on section 2.2. of this thesis, accessibility is
formed by not only the transportation system, but by land use patterns and service delivery
policies (p.149). He goes on to discuss the basis for the rules presented by addressing
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several points as: measuring accessibility, measuring potential mobility, delineating the role
of transportation planning, assessing the fairness of transportation systems, identifying the
causes of accessibility shortfalls, generating solutions to reduce accessibility shortfalls and
evaluating interventions to move the transportation system towards fairness. The first four
discussed topics are of high interest for this thesis, for they provide an inspiration to create
the methodology presented on chapter 3.
Based on the topics discussed, Martens presents a general approach to transportation
planning based on principles of justice. He describes the ten steps of his approach (Figure
1) and notes that it is applied in the context of a region or metropolitan area (matching the
proposed case study scale), although it is possible to apply it in different spatial scales. The
ten-steps approach encompasses a much greater scope than the one intended by this thesis,
as it goes beyond identifying regions most deserving of public transport investment. It aims
to identify the causes of accessibility shortfalls (step 7), which interventions are promising
for reducing said shortfalls (step 8), assess the cost benefits of these interventions (step 9)
resulting in the implementation of the selected interventions (step 10).
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FIGURE 1 - STEPS OR INFORMAL RULES OF MARTENS’ APPROACH TO TRANSPORTATION PLANNING BASED ON
PRINCIPLES OF JUSTICE (MARTENS, 2017, P.173)

It is also stated that said rules of transportation planning based on principles of justice only
concern the physical design of the transportation system and do not address its financial
design. This master thesis will similarly focus on analyzing the physical implementation of
the case study’s transport system as it does not have the information, capacities, or intent
to examine and evaluate the system’s financial aspects.

2.4. Mapping transport disadvantage
A range of authors has studies on the subject of transport disadvantages and their
connections to other concerns, for example social exclusion. Here, I will primarily focus on
the work of Graham Currie and colleagues, who have studied the issue in an Australian
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context, exploring both urban and suburban contexts. More than the European context,
which is the focus of much of the work on transport disadvantage (e.g., Lucas, 2012), the
built-environment context in Australia is particularly relevant for the case of Brasilia.
Within the transport disadvantage researches in Australia, one study by Currie (Currie,
2010) aims to identify spatial gaps in public transport provision for people who face social
disadvantages. The paper delineates the research context for measurement of public
transport supply and needs. It is stated that a major problem with social research studies
which identify transport needs is that they are frequently based on expressed needs,
subjective and essentially qualitative evidence. So even if there is considerable recognition
of the mismatch between need and supply of public transport, there is still a lack of
quantitative, robust, and reliable evidence upon which to objectively review and assess the
full range of public transport service delivery. A systematic and comprehensive approach to
matching public transport to social needs requires an objective and systematic method to
identifying gaps between services and social needs. To identify social disadvantage in
relation to transport needs, two indexes were combined. A transport need index and a socioeconomic index (in this case, the Index of Relative Socio-Economic Advantage /
Disadvantage, IRSAD, provided by the Australian Bureau of Statistics). The aggregation of
data usually used by general social research and data regarding public transport supply will
be later applied in the methodology of this thesis.
In his study jointly with Delbosc, Currie explores the connection with spatial geographical
context of transport disadvantage, social exclusion, and well-being (Delbosc and Currie,
2011). The research is comprised of both quantitative and qualitative data, since it bases
itself on geographic data and surveys done on of inner metropolitan, outer suburban, urban
fringe and regional areas of Victoria, Australia. The results focus on the acuteness of car
reliance on certain areas, as well as the population’s greater sensitivity to fuel prices far
from Melbourne city center. Links between transport disadvantage and social exclusion
were small and inconsistent in this paper although they have been demonstrated in another
research.
In an earlier research with other colleagues (Currie et al. 2010), Currie tries to quantify the
connections between transport disadvantage, social exclusion, and well-being. This study’s
findings covered points related to car ownership on the urban fringe, patterns of transport
disadvantage, the analysis of time poverty related to transport disadvantage, measuring the
economic value of added mobility. To analyze and correlate those factors, a Structural
Equation Model (SEM) was used to relate well-being and social exclusion to transport
disadvantage. This research points out the strategies employed by poorer households to
reduce the significant burden of car costs, while at the same time it shows that, given the
financial possibility, people moved closer to activity centers.
Several of Currie’s studies analyzed for this thesis showed a great interest or focus on the
public transport provision measurement, as well as the creation of scales for measuring
social exclusion and well-being. The creation of a statistically reliable structural equation
model is also a highlight in his work. These characteristics delineate a more technical
approach to transport equity than the one employed by Martens, focusing on public
transport provision rather than exploring the concept of accessibility in the analysis of
necessary changes on the activity centers physical distribution.
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2.5. Conclusion
Recent advances in transport justice literature provide general directions for the
assessment of transport systems and new transport investments from the perspective of
justice and equity. The literature provides a solid philosophical basis on which the
assessment can be based, which is essential for any analysis from the perspective of justice.
In particular, Martens’ theory of transport justice provides a strong philosophical
foundation and relatively well-developed guidance for the application of the approach in
practice. Hence, this framework provides a guideline for this thesis. At the same time, the
approach has only been applied to Western cities (Amsterdam and Rotterdam-The Hague)
and has not yet been tested in a developing-world context. Hence, the purpose of the
research is to adapt the approach and develop a method for cities in the Global South. This
approach is further detailed in the next chapter.
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3. Methodology
This chapter aims to provide a methodology for the research. The literature review, as
presented in Chapter 2, sets the foundation for the methodology. The research strategy
adopted here was to use the single case study of Brasilia’s light rail implementation and
create a comparison amongst the city’s many neighborhoods in their need for public
transport improvements based on fairness.
The research method of secondary data analysis will be used to answer the research
question: “How can the fairness of (investments in) transport systems be assessed in a
developing-world context?” by developing an index with which to rank areas according to
their need for investments in transport system. After observing the administrative regions’
positions in the ranking, they will be compared with the area that will be served by the new
light rail line in order to answer the second research question: “To what extent does the
proposed light rail line in Brasilia enhance transport justice in the metropolitan area?”

3.1. Case study
The case study research strategy presents pros and cons depending on the kind of research
questions that needs to be answered. Since this research aims to determine how can the
fairness of investments in transport systems be assessed, it fits into Yin’s affirmation that:
“In general, case studies are the preferred strategy when ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are being
posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is on a
contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context” (Yin, 2003).
The options to use multiple case studies, comparative case studies or a single case study
were also considered for this research. In order to reduce the scope of the research and fit
it to the purpose of a master thesis’ time schedule and means, a single case study was the
chosen strategy. Although it carries its flaws and limitations, a single case study is
particularly suitable to analyze a topic that few others have studied before, or on one where
there is yet no research (Saunders et al. 2009).
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Requires control
over behavioral
events?

Focuses on
contemporary
events?

Strategy

Form of research
question

Experiment

How, why

Yes

Yes

Survey

Who, what, where,
how much, how many

No

Yes

Archival analysis

Who, what, where,
how much, how many

No

Yes / no

History

How, why

No

No

Case study

How, why

No

Yes

TABLE 1 - RELEVANT SITUATIONS FOR DIFFERENT RESEARCH STRATEGIES (YIN, 2003).

To answer the research question, it was chosen a case study of an urban region with a high
level of inequality with enough available and easily accessible data to analyze. Recent
surveys on a household level were made in Brasilia, providing a relatively rich data set when
compared to other cities in developing countries. The 2019 PDAD (Pesquisa Distrital de
Amostra Domiciliar, or “District Household Sample Survey” in direct translation) collected
data points such as private car ownership, average daily commute time and share of used
mode of transport, making the capital of Brazil an adequate choice for a case study. The
information separated in the household level makes the ranking of neighborhoods more
accurate. The proximity and familiarity of the author with the city also influenced the choice
of Brasilia as a case study.

3.2. Towards operationalization of theoretical concepts
Martens’ approach requires a focus on accessibility, being its measuring, the first topic
discussed to establish his guiding rules. He describes measurement of accessibility being in
the heart of transportation planning based on principles of justice (Martens, 2017, p. 149).
In its first chapter, accessibility is defined as the potential of opportunities for interaction.
The author also states that “the level of accessibility experienced by a person is determined
by the spatial distribution of activities, by the available transportation systems, and by a
person’s ability to overcome spatial separation” (p. 150), and that “the measurement of
accessibility should address the differences between persons, but primarily those
differences which are of a structural character and reflect the situation of a substantial part
of the population.”
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With these statements and argumentations in mind, one must search for available data that
can provide indicators for such measurement. Data availability varies wildly from city to
city, mainly if considered that most cities with high inequality rate are found in developing
countries that may lack updated and reliable information about its transport and land use
system. One of the reasons for choosing Brasilia as a case study is the availability of reliable
data, which includes, for example, commute travel time, average income and share of
transport modes usage, in a scale that fits the intent of this thesis. Those variables will be
used as an alternative to measure accessibility. This data is available through a
governmental research called PDAD. The PDAD, conducted in 2018 and released in 2019,
provides the most reliable and recent official data set on the city’s public and private
transport usage. Although recent, the available data is limited and will constrain the reach
and precision of this research. This survey was conducted for each of Brasilia’s
neighborhoods, from now onwards addressed as ARs (Administrative Regions) following
the local nomenclature.
Due to the difficulty in measuring all the points of interests and travel routes of the city in
question, I opted to focus on a structural aspect of daily transport that is the commute to the
central AR, Plano Piloto, from the surrounding neighbourhoods. The ‘Plano Piloto’ AR
concentrates almost half of the city’s job opportunities, while having only 11t% of its
inhabitants. This decision aims to reflect the situation of a substantial part of the population.
The first, second, fourth and sixth steps of the ten-step approach presented in Martens’
(2017) book will be used as a framework to select the variables and from the PDAD and its
possible indicators.

3.2.1 Chosen variables and indicators
The first step would then be identifying population groups by residential location, mode
availability and socio-economic status. By compiling information from the PDAD of each
analyzed neighborhood, it is possible to compare the average income levels by household
of each area, and thus identifying and ranking each AR according to their household
earnings. The average income is given by household and per capita. The latter will be used
in this research for it already accounts for the average number of residents per household
of each AR, leading to a more precise result.
A comparison of the area’s average income with the other neighborhoods in the urban
center can point to the vulnerability that this population faces, increasing their need for
improvements in public transportation. This aims to promote a more balanced access to the
city’s services, creating more opportunities which could decrease inequality. The variable
“Average Income” per AR encompasses this issue and also relates to the “Relevance of PT”
indicator, since if the quality of PT in the area is high, a low-income family may not have to
invest in a private vehicle.
Through the information provided by the website of ‘DFTrans’, the local government public
transport institution, it is possible to assess which ARs are serviced by which modes of
transportation. This task is simple as the only mode of public transportation beyond buses
is the metro system, which is comprised of two lines that cross the Western part of the city.
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During the second step, we must assess levels of accessibility and potential mobility of
population groups using multiple accessibility measures. Of the available information, we
can indicate the relevance of the public transport for an AR by analyzing the data points
regarding accessibility and potential mobility. To address the land use aspect of the
accessibility concept, the variable “Share of daily commutes to the Plano Piloto AR” shows
how much a population group depends on the Plano Piloto AR for their main source of work,
indicating a concentration of interest points in this central AR. The PDAD variable “Average
commute time” indicates how accessible the place of work is departing from that AR.
Therefore, it becomes imperative to indicate the level of accessibility of the analyzed area
to better determine its necessity for improvements in the (public) transport system.
Potential mobility of a population group can also be addressed by evaluating the variables
“Share of car ownership per household”, “Share of commutes done by public transport”.
Once considering the relevance of public transport for these inhabitants, we can evaluate
the public transport system itself by reviewing the “Number of bus lines connecting the AR
to the Plano Piloto AR” and “Bus frequency” of each AR.
Variables were selected from the PDAD considering these features. There are other
variables that could be considered related to accessibility levels, such as “inhabitants with
walking disabilities”. The reason for not incorporating them is that firstly, they have little to
no impact in the overall result due to the small percentage of people who are in this group
and secondly, due to the difficulty to integrate it properly into the ranking’s calculation.
Variables regarding the AR’s transit physical infrastructure, such as the percentage of
“streets with pavement in bad conditions” and “streets that flood during rainy season” were
not selected for it is not possible to determine how and to which extent they affect the
mobility through public transport in the AR.

3.3. Ranking ARs’ need for public transport investment
After selecting the indicators of the ARs’ need for public transport investment, I intend to
normalize the extracted variables to then be able to compare and rank all the regions based
on said need.

3.3.1. Operational method
Trying to provide the indicators mentioned in section 2.3., certain variables were selected.
As shown in the graphic scheme below (Table 2) each data point will serve as an indicator
that, when put together, could suggest a neighborhood's need for transport system
improvements. The collected data will be compared amongst the ARs in the metropolitan
area of Brasilia to then select which one would require the most investments in its transport
system.
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‘plano piloto’ AR
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Indicator of potential
users of PT

% of car ownership per
household
Relevance of PT
% of commutes done by
PT

Average Income

Indicator of Financial and
Social Vulnerability

Number of bus lines
connecting the AR to the
‘plano piloto’ AR

Evaluation of the PT
network

Bus frequency

Indicator of PT system
efficiency

Average commute time

Indicator of accessibility

TABLE 2 - SELECTED VARIABLES AND ITS CORRESPONDENT INDICATORS

3.3.3. Normalizing the data set
Different measurement units
The data collected consists of different ranges and units, making the comparison process
more difficult. Although the PDAD is done on a household level, it also provides general
numbers for the whole AR, which are the most useful for this thesis. For example, there are
variables expressed in percentage, showing divisions within the AR. The variables “Share of
daily commutes to the inner city”, “Share of car ownership per household” and “Share of
daily commutes done by public transport” are given as percentages of the AR’s population.
The variable “Average commute time” is expressed in minutes, conveying how long it takes
in average for a worker to reach his or her place of work in the Plano Piloto AR. The
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information regarding how frequent the public transport in an AR is, is measured by how
many buses, or the equivalent of a bus's capacity in metro trains, departure from the AR to
the Plano Piloto AR daily.
As confirmed with Metro DF, the public company responsible for maintaining, expanding
and overseeing Brasilia’s metro system, each of its trains has a total capacity of 1350
passengers. This number is 13,5x the average capacity of the buses available in the city. To
be able to compare the number of daily bus departures amongst all the ARs, each train
departure from the analyzed AR to the Plano Piloto AR was considered equivalent to 13,50
departures of buses. Both passenger capacities include sited and standing passengers.
The “Average Income” variable is shown in BRL (“Real”, the Brazilian currency) and
stretches by more than seven times from the lowest to the highest values, in contrast with
the percentage variables, which do not span more than three times its lowest value. When
working with information with a wide interval between observations, it becomes necessary
to adapt them to a common scale, without distorting the differences between the ranges of
values, analyzing how much this value differs from the average.

Normalizing
In order to equalize the measurement units, all the variables’ values are transformed into zscores. A z-score tells us how many standard deviations away a certain value is from the
mean of a dataset. Simply put, a z-score (also called a standard score) gives an indication of
how far from the mean a data point is. But more technically it is a measure of how many
standard deviations below or above the population mean a raw score is. This is the final
measurement unit that will be used to form the ranking among the ARs.
The ranking will be made by summing up the z-scores of each variable to determine the AR’s
final score. Although all variables now share the same measurement unit, scoring lower or
higher in one variable can have different meanings regarding the AR’s need for public
transport investment. If an AR scores higher in “Share of daily commutes done by public
transport”, it indicates a greater influence of public transport for that AR. But the same can
be inferred by scoring lower at “Share of car ownership per household”. One last adaptation
must be made so that the higher scores carry the same meaning and thus are easier
comparable. The scores of the variables “Share of car ownership per household”, “Average
income”, “Number of bus lines connecting the AR to the Plano Piloto AR” and “Bus
frequency” will be inverted, e.g., the AR Gama’s z-score on “Share of private vehicle
ownership per household” will change from -0,354 to 0,354, and so on.

3.4. Reliability and validity of the research
Joppe (2006) defines reliability as: “The extent to which results are consistent over time and
an accurate representation of the total population under study is referred to as reliability
and if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar methodology, then the
research instrument is considered to be reliable” (p. 1). This research is based on data from
official institutions with public free access, making it possible to reproduce the study and to
critic the findings. It is important to notice that all documentation regarding this case study
is written in Portuguese, which may be a barrier for non-Portuguese speakers to
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comprehend the full text, although the graphics and data is presented in a simple visible
form.
The traditional criteria for validity find its roots in a positivist tradition, and to an extent,
positivism has been defined by a systematic theory of validity (Golafshani, 2003) which
agrees with this research positivistic approach. Joppe (2006) affirms that validity
determines whether the research truly measures what it was intended to measure or how
truthful the research results are. The thesis has its limitations regarding the length of time
available and the fact that it is dependent on secondary data that was not originally collected
with the same intent of this thesis’ research question. That being said, the data points
analyzed are directly relevant and useful for the intended purpose.
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4. Results
4.1. Case Study
As few large cities around the world, Brasilia was built from the ground up following a 1950s
modernist car-centered approach to spatial planning. The consequence of this was the
extensive urban spread around the planned central area, leaving the city with a density of
444,66 inhabitants per km², a number significantly lower than other cities with the same
population size in Brazil, such as Salvador (3,862.1 inhabitants/km²) or Fortaleza (8,390.7
inhabitants /km²). According to data provided by the Brazilian Institute for Geography and
Statistics (IBGE), Brasilia’s population was estimated to be 3,015,268 inhabitants in 2019
(4,284,676 in its full metropolitan region), making it the third most populous city 1 in the
country. The Brazilian capital is also the biggest city in the world built in the 20th century.
It is characterized by its income inequality, being the fourth most unequal metropolitan area
of Brazil and the sixteenth of the world, according to a report released by the UN (U. N. H. S.,
2010).

FIGURE 2 - MAP OF BRAZIL WITH STATE DIVISIONS INDICATING THE
FEDERAL DISTRICT

The fact that the city is considered a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and a national heritage
site by IPHAN, the national institute of historic and artistic patrimony, brings up obstacles
when dealing with building large infrastructures in that city. Those titles create several
barriers regarding any major physical changes in the landscape, land use and infrastructure
in the main urban area.
While the expansion of the metro lines is not confirmed, the local government recently
revived a 15-year-old idea of implementing a light rail in the W3 South and North avenues,
the main commercial streets of the central area (Plano Piloto). The population living in the
area along the proposed light rail line has one of the highest scores on the Human
1

According to the Federal Constitution of 1988, the Federal District cannot be divided in municipalities. Nevertheless,
Brasilia is considered one city for practical reasons (Constituição da República Federativa do Brasil, 1988).
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Development Index (HDI) in the country and currently receives the most bus lines in the
city, raising the question if that is the most appropriate place to implement such
infrastructure and if this should be the target population for such a financial investment on
public transport infrastructure.

4.2. Introduction to Brasilia’s land use
The city has a unique status in Brazil, as it is an administrative division distinct from a
municipality, like other Brazilian cities, similar to what happens with Washington, D.C., in
the United States, and with Canberra, in Australia.
Being a federal district and not officially a state, Brasilia works simultaneously as a city and
state, having a centralized district government which rules over all its neighborhoods. Due
to the considerable land and population size, Brasilia’s neighborhoods are treated as
“administrative regions”, with local councils that answer to the city’s government. The
number of ARs increased to 33 in 2019, following the city’s growth and urban centers'
development. Until 1964, these ARs were officially called satellite cities, except for the
“Plano Piloto” (the original designed city center).
In addition to being a political center, Brasília is an important economic hub in Brazil, being
the third richest city in the country. The main economic activity of the federal capital results
from its public administrative function. Brasilia has a well-defined and centralized job
opportunity location in its city center. This cluster of local and federal governmental
institutions was delineated in the city’s original design to be at a relatively close distance to
the central bus station. The city has grown immensely since its foundation in several
directions, but the dependency of the local economy on the public service has maintained
strong. Throughout Brasilia’s growth, no noticeably large industry hub has developed in the
capital and tourism is not one of the main economic sectors, which fortifies the public sector
as the main source of income in the city.
The Plano Piloto AR concentrates most of the job opportunities, as well as most of the local
and federal government institutions. Recent research indicates that 41% of the employed
citizens of the Federal District have their main job located in the Plano Piloto AR (PDAD,
2018).
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FIGURE 3 - DIVISION OF THE FEDERAL DISTRICT IN ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS.

4.3. Introduction to Brasilia’s transport structure
The current situation of the Federal District transport system combined with its spread
urbanization results in long travel times worsened by a bus service notably expensive and
inefficient, and an infrastructure that favors private cars.
With an impressive 20% increase in its car fleet from 2014 to 2017, Brasilia has 590 cars
per 1,000 inhabitants, which equals to one car per 1,7 inhabitants (“Frota do DF atinge 1,7
milhão de veículos”, 2017). Despite the current road network being initially designed to
maintain flow, it has not been able to keep up with this increasing demand for more
infrastructure.
The federal capital is the city with the largest cycling structure in Brazil, with over 550 km
of cycle paths, despite being criticized for design and connectivity flaws and the low quality
of the built bicycle paths (Estrutura cicloviária em cidades do Brasil, 2018). The Plano Piloto
AR concentrates 22% of the cycling infrastructure while holding 7.4% of the population in
the entire city.
Until 2001, cars and buses were the only modes of transportation with proper
infrastructure until the first metro line was inaugurated, connecting two major
neighborhoods with the city center. The line has since expanded to reach 42,3km and 24
functioning stations (“Estrutura”, 2019). Since its inauguration, the metro system was
considered insufficient to keep up with the demand of a rising population. Although still
expanding, the metro lines do not reach the northern and southern parts of Brasilia.
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FIGURE 4 - CYCLE PATHS NETWORK (2019). THE BUILT CYCLE LANES ARE INDICATED IN ORANGE.

4.4. Comparing Indicators
All the data points were compiled into a single spreadsheet, which can be seen in the
Appendix section. The values in this spreadsheet are the original ones, before being
normalized and, if necessary, inverted.
The z-scores are shown in a way to display the need for transport improvements in the area
in question. The higher the score value is, the more necessary the improvements are. Due
to the nature of the standard deviation process, the scores vary from negative to positive
values, indicating if they are below or above the mean data point, respectively. The values
should be read in a crescent order where -1 indicates a lower need for transport
improvements, 0 would indicate that that area is at the average level of need for transport
improvements and +1 would indicate a higher necessity.
A color gradient was created to help visualize the differences along the values’ range. The
darker tones of red indicate greater need for transport improvements, getting darker with
higher z-score values. The lowest value for each variable, representing the area that
requires the least enhancement in its transport system, is shown in white.
This color gradient is seen both in the tables below as in the maps. To create a clearer
visualization of the maps, the z-score values were not displayed on the map, but each AR’s
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color relates to the one shown in the table above the map. The table should be used as a map
legend.

4.4.1. Household variables that shape transport patterns
•
•

Share of private vehicle ownership per household
Average income

In this section are presented two variables that help shaping transport patterns: share of
private vehicle ownership per household and average income. Owning a car is a widespread
phenomenon in Brasilia, which can be seen by the less sharp difference in color tone and zscores when compared with ‘Average income per capita’. The disparity between average
income is much greater than when one compares car ownership.
It is important to notice that the variable “Share of private vehicle ownership per
household” does not account for the number of cars and motorcycles present in the same
household. One can expect to find more cars per household in wealthier regions, resulting
in a higher ratio of cars per capita, which could provide a more precise picture of reality
since it would show again the contrast amongst regions.
That being said, both variables are still in line with each other, as we can perceive that the
wealthier an AR is, the most likely they are to own a private vehicle. Since the first variable
is not as concentrated as the second, we can infer that poorer regions face a, proportionally,
bigger impact in their finances when it comes to purchasing and maintaining a private
vehicle.
The SIA Administrative Region differs from this tendency. With a low “Average income per
capita”, it still possesses a high “Share of private vehicle ownership per household”. It has
the smallest population size compared to other regions and it contains a hub of logistic and
delivery companies for the industrial area of the city (SIA stands for “Setor de Indústria e
Abastecimento”, or “Industry and Supply Sector” in direct translation), which would require
a larger vehicle fleet than usual.
Number

Administrative Region

Share of private vehicle
ownership per household

Average income per
capita

1

Plano Piloto (Asa Sul e Asa
Norte)

-0,981

-1,755

2

Gama

0,354

0,498

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Taguatinga
Brazlândia
Sobradinho
Planaltina
Paranoá
Núcleo Bandeirante
Ceilândia
Guará

-0,071
0,894
-0,126
0,639
1,665
0,178
0,852
-0,635

0,233
0,705
0,269
0,700
0,836
0,161
0,707
-0,411
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Cruzeiro
Samambaia
Santa Maria
São Sebastião
Recanto das Emas
Lago Sul
Riacho Fundo
Lago Norte
Candangolândia
Águas Claras

-0,945
0,736
0,815
0,876
0,578
-1,582
0,226
-1,333
0,202
-1,176

-0,438
0,763
0,765
0,605
0,823
-2,432
0,621
-1,611
0,572
-1,526

21
22

Riacho Fundo II
Sudoeste/Octogonal

0,536
-1,339

0,847
-1,912

23
24

Varjão
Park Way

1,962
-1,382

0,831
-1,395

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

SCIA / Estrutural
Sobradinho II
Jardim Botânico
Itapoã
SIA
Vicente Pires
Fercal
Sol Nascente/Pôr do Sol
Arniqueira

1,410
-0,465
-1,443
0,979
-1,588
-0,939
0,597
0,894
-0,387

0,947
0,171
-1,352
0,791
-0,460
-0,101
0,841
0,707
N/a

TABLE 3 - Z-SCORE COMPARISON OF VARIABLES “SHARE OF PRIVATE VEHICLE OWNERSHIP PER HOUSEHOLD” AND
“AVERAGE INCOME”
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FIGURE 5 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "SHARE OF PRIVATE VEHICLE OWNERSHIP PER
HOUSEHOLD" (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 3, COLUMN ‘SHARE OF PRIVATE VEHICLE OWNERSHIP PER
HOUSEHOLD’)

FIGURE 6 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "AVERAGE INCOME PER CAPITA". FOR LEGEND OF
COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 3, COLUMN “AVERAGE INCOME PER CAPITA”.

4.4.2. Variables that describe public transport supply
•
•

Number of available bus lines connecting the AR to the 'Plano Piloto' AR
Frequency of bus departures from the AR to the 'Plano Piloto' AR
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Trying to describe the public transport supply in Brasilia, two variables were grouped in
this section: “Number of available bus lines connecting the AR to the 'Plano Piloto' AR” and
“Frequency of bus departures from the AR to the 'Plano Piloto' AR”.
An impasse was reached when trying to calculate the variable “Number of available bus
lines connecting the AR to the 'Plano Piloto' AR” for the “Plano Piloto” administrative region
itself. To measure the number of available bus lines that connect the ‘Plano Piloto’ AR with
itself, were considered only the bus lines that go along the same route proposed by the new
light rail, which includes the avenues W3 South and North. Even after discarding bus lines
that cross the ‘Plano Piloto’ in different parts and routes, it can still be observed an
extremely higher number of available bus lines in that area. This high amount of different
bus lines running along the W3 avenues resonates with Plano Piloto’s high frequency of bus
departures. It is the only AR which does not possess a metro station in its area to score a
value below the mean data point in the “Frequency of bus departures from the AR to the
'Plano Piloto' AR” variable.
The bus departure frequency variable also suffers from a sharp concentration in the few
ARs that are served by the metro lines (shown with a “(M)” next to its z-score), which
provides constant departures at larger capacity. Although there are plans for the expansion
of the two existing metro lines, all constructions are stopped since 2018. The impact of
having a metro line in an AR’s public transport frequency can be better seen in Figure 7,
which overlaps the constructed metro lines over the variable’s geographic representation.

Number

Administrative Region

Number of available
bus lines connecting
the AR to the 'Plano
Piloto' AR

Frequency of bus
departures from the
AR to the 'Plano
Piloto' AR

1

Plano Piloto (Asa Sul e Asa
Norte)

-3,878

-1,657

2

Gama

0,594

0,489

3

Taguatinga

-3,102

-2,692(M)

4
5

Brazlândia
Sobradinho

0,314
0,252

0,583
0,495

6
7

Planaltina
Paranoá

-0,058
-0,027

0,483
0,376

8
9

Núcleo Bandeirante
Ceilândia

-0,400
-1,332

0,150
-1,677 (M)

10
11

Guará
Cruzeiro

0,314
-0,058

-2,745 (M)
0,268

12
13

Samambaia
Santa Maria

0,252
0,563

-0,579
0,405

14
15

São Sebastião
Recanto das Emas

0,159
0,345

0,354
0,453

16

Lago Sul

-0,648

0,017
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Riacho Fundo
Lago Norte
Candangolândia
Águas Claras
Riacho Fundo II
Sudoeste/Octogonal
Varjão
Park Way
SCIA / Estrutural
Sobradinho II

-0,307
0,532
-0,617
0,749
0,470
0,283
0,687
0,283
0,594
0,439

0,187
0,540
0,110
-2,508 (M)
0,557
0,400
0,606
0,212
0,602
0,558

27
28

Jardim Botânico
Itapoã

0,407
0,314

0,556
0,425

29
30

SIA
Vicente Pires

0,563
0,718

0,585
0,647

31
32
33

Fercal
Sol Nascente/Pôr do Sol
Arniqueira

0,749
0,190
0,656

0,652
0,506
0,644

TABLE 4 - Z-SCORES COMPARISON OF THE VARIABLES "NUMBER OF AVAILABLE BUS LINES CONNECTING THE AR TO
THE 'PLANO PILOTO' AR AND “FREQUENCY OF BUS DEPARTURES FROM THE AR TO THE 'PLANO PILOTO' AR”

FIGURE 7 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "FREQUENCY OF DEPARTURES FROM THE AR TO THE
'PLANO PILOTO' AR". (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 4, COLUMN “FREQUENCY OF DEPARTURES FROM
THE AR TO THE ‘PLANO PILOTO’ AR”).
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FIGURE 8 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "NUMBER OF AVAILABLE BUS LINES CONNECTING
THE AR TO THE 'PLANO PILOTO' AR". (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 4, COLUMN “NUMBER OF
AVAILABLE BUS LINES CONNECTING THE AR TO THE 'PLANO PILOTO' AR”).

4.4.3. Variables that describe travel patterns
•
•
•

Share of the AR’s daily commutes to the ‘Plano Piloto’ AR
Average daily commute time
Share of daily commutes done by public transport

Putting together the last three variables that help describe travel patterns within the city,
we come up with a less clear convergence of results. We can recognize by the similarities in
the color gradient that the “Average daily commute time” of each region is highly connected
to the “Share of commutes done by public transport”. The former presents a sharper
difference in z-score values when compared to the latter, but they vary in the same
direction, pointing out that the less a population takes public transport to work, the less
time they will spend on route to their destination. The long distances between
neighborhoods, the relatively smooth traffic flow caused be the widespread use of
roundabouts and wide roads, and the great availability of free public parking, in
combination with a lack of priority for public transport, offer a plausible explanation of why
and how cars can move much faster than public transportation in Brasilia.
Figure 9 displays more visibly that the geographical distance to the Plano Piloto AR
influences deeply how much of an area’s population has their primary job in the Plano
Piloto. The central area also concentrates most of the high paying jobs in the city, explaining
why so many of the wealthier population in Lago Sul, Lago Norte e Sudoeste commute to
Plano Piloto every day.
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Share of the AR's
Share of commutes
daily commute to
done by public
the 'Plano Piloto' AR
transport

Number

Administrative
Region

Average daily
commute time

1

Plano Piloto (Asa Sul
e Asa Norte)

2,763

-1,204

-1,918

2

Gama

-0,608

0,328

-0,028

3

Taguatinga

-0,722

0,046

0,859

4

Brazlândia

-0,938

0,660

0,439

5

Sobradinho

0,107

-0,269

0,446

6

Planaltina

-0,253

1,082

1,954

7

Paranoá

-0,302

1,307

0,420

8

Núcleo Bandeirante

-0,458

-0,342

-0,304

9

Ceilândia

-0,902

1,037

1,073

10

Guará

0,408

-0,613

-1,009

11

Cruzeiro

0,972

-0,889

-1,503

12

Samambaia

-0,764

0,705

1,032

13

Santa Maria

-0,223

1,054

2,223

14

São Sebastião

-0,241

0,953

0,674

15

Recanto das Emas

-0,728

1,302

1,596

16

Lago Sul

1,429

-1,789

-1,252

17

Riacho Fundo

-0,590

0,164

0,174

18

Lago Norte

1,675

-1,283

-0,813

19

Candangolândia

0,077

0,074

-0,879

20

Águas Claras

0,275

-0,438

0,169

21

Riacho Fundo II

-0,572

1,178

0,921

22

Sudoeste/Octogonal

2,108

-1,654

-1,608

23

Varjão

-0,752

0,891

-0,765

24

Park Way

0,648

-1,452

-0,652

25

SCIA / Estrutural

-1,149

0,817

-0,297

26

Sobradinho II

0,395

0,024

0,529

27

Jardim Botânico

1,465

-1,728

-0,336

28

Itapoã

-0,554

0,868

0,257

29

SIA

1,074

-1,418

-1,405

30

Vicente Pires

-0,542

-1,097

-0,173

31

Fercal

-1,269

0,727

-0,444

32

Sol Nascente/Pôr do
Sol

-1,347

1,105

0,646

33

Arniqueira

-0,482

-0,145

-0,025

TABLE 5 - Z-SCORE COMPARISON OF THE VARIABLES "SHARE OF THE AR’S DAILY COMMUTES TO THE ‘PLANO
PILOTO’ AR", "AVERAGE DAILY COMMUTE TIME" AND "SHARE OF DAILY COMMUTES DONE BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT"
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FIGURE 9 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "SHARE OF DAILY COMMUTE TO THE 'PLANO
PILOTO' AR". (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 5, COLUMN "SHARE OF DAILY COMMUTE TO THE 'PLANO
PILOTO' AR").

FIGURE 10 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "SHARE OF DAILY COMMUTES DONE
BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT". (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 5, COLUMN "SHARE OF DAILY
COMMUTES DONE BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT").
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FIGURE 11 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE VARIABLE "AVERAGE DAILY COMMUTE TIME".
(FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 5, COLUMN "AVERAGE DAILY COMMUTE TIME").

4.5. Combined score
The areas that scored the highest, presenting higher need for improvements on public
transport are Santa Maria, Planaltina, Recanto das Emas, Paranoá, Riacho Fundo II, Varjão,
São Sebastião, and Itapoã. It is not immediately easy to profile those areas because they have
different characteristics. While Santa Maria (the AR with the highest need for transport
improvements) and Planaltina (the oldest settlement in the region) are the ones furthest
from the city center, which could help explain the long average commute times, Varjão is
relatively close to the areas that hold its main job opportunities. This distance is even
shorter than other regions that scored lower in the overall score.
The geographical distribution of the ARs and their distance to the city center are apparently
important to almost all of the variables analyzed. But the older and wealthier ARs such as
Lago Sul and Lago Norte, both which present lower need for transport improvements, are
situated immediately next to São Sebastião and Varjão, respectively. The little relevance on
public transportation given by the high car ownership rates of these richer areas didn’t
attract a high number of or frequent bus lines, which affects the poorer areas around them
that were built later.
What unifies the areas in greater need for transport improvements is that they all present a
low average income. Even though regions such as Paranoá and Varjão present a higher
population density than Plano Piloto and Lago Sul, their small political power to demand
improvements in their neighborhoods were not able to draw structural changes, such as the
expansion of the metro network to their neighborhoods.
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GRAPHIC 1 - GRAPHICAL COMPARISON OF THE "AVERAGE INCOME PER CAPITA" AND "SHARE OF
COMMUTES DONE BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT" IN TWO AXES. THE LINE REPRESENTS A PROJECTED TENDENCY
CURVE. EACH POINT REPRESENTS ONE AR.
In Graphic 1 it is possible to see the trend showing that the wealthier the region is, the less
public transport that population uses. The higher earning ARs are also the ones with the
highest rates of car ownership, showing that given the possibility, people will acquire a
vehicle to not depend on public transport. The one point far from the curve with almost 30%
of its population using public transport but still earning more than R$6.000,00 is Águas
Claras. This recent and densely populated AR was built around the soon-to-be finished
metro stations with little parking space when compared to other wealthier regions, such as
Asa Sul and Asa Norte. This could be an indication that if an efficient and frequent public
transport is implemented in a way to be as or more practical than driving, part of a wealthy
population could be persuaded to abandon their cars in favor of public transport.
Graphics 2 and 3 show how the wealthier areas generally reach their job destinations
quicker than poorer areas, with a few exceptions since they are mostly surrounding the
Plano Piloto. The roads connecting the wealthier ARs to the city center are district highways,
instead of an average street or avenue. This characteristic explains the roads’ physical
attributes such as high maximum driving speed, great width, many lanes in each direction
and few traffic lights. These aspects contribute for a smoother flow of cars, which decreases
the average travel time for private vehicles. The lack of exclusive bus lanes or other systems
(BRT, for instance) creates a wider gap between the average travel time of private vehicles
and public buses Graphic 3 displays that areas with high public transport usage take longer
to reach their job destination, which could help explain that fact that higher earning areas
would prefer to purchase a vehicle as soon as they can afford it, creating a loop of hindering
the focus on public transport system usage.
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The difference in time consumed traveling to work is also an aspect that make it more
difficult for poorer people to rise in the economic ladder, by reducing their time available
for education, health and access to civil services.

Average income per capita (BRL)
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GRAPHIC 2 - GRAPHICAL COMPARISON OF THE "AVERAGE INCOME PER CAPITA" AND "AVERAGE DAILY COMMUTE TIME"
IN TWO AXES. THE LINE REPRESENTS A PROJECTED TENDENCY LINE . EACH POINT REPRESENTS ONE AR.
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GRAPHIC 3 - GRAPHICAL COMPARISON OF THE "SHARE OF DAILY COMMUTES DONE BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT" AND
"AVERAGE DAILY COMMUTE TIME" IN TWO AXES. THE LINE REPRESENTS A PROJECTED TENDENCY CURVE. EACH POINT
REPRESENTS ONE AR.
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13

Administrative
Region
Santa Maria

6
15

Planaltina
Recanto das Emas

4,547
4,369

7
21

Paranoá
Riacho Fundo II

4,275
3,937

23
14

Varjão
São Sebastião

3,459
3,378

28

Itapoã

3,081

25
32

SCIA / Estrutural
Sol Nascente/Pôr do Sol

2,925
2,700

4
12

Brazlândia
Samambaia

2,657
2,144

31
26
2

Fercal
Sobradinho II
Gama

1,853
1,650
1,626

5

Sobradinho

1,175

17
33
9

Riacho Fundo
Arniqueira
Ceilândia

0,476
0,261
-0,243

19
8

Candangolândia
Núcleo Bandeirante

-0,461
-1,015

30
18

Vicente Pires
Lago Norte

-1,488
-2,293

27

Jardim Botânico

-2,430

11

Cruzeiro

-2,591

29

SIA

-2,649

22
24

Sudoeste/Octogonal
Park Way

-3,723
-3,738

20
10

Águas Claras
Guará

-4,455
-4,692

3
16

Taguatinga
Lago Sul

-5,448
-6,258

1

Plano Piloto (Asa Sul e
Asa Norte)

-8,630

Number

Final score
5,602

TABLE 6 - FINAL SCORE OF EACH AR SEPARATED IN QUARTER GROUPS FROM HIGHEST RANKING TO LOWEST.
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FIGURE 12 - GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE FINAL SCORE FOR EACH AR. THE HIGHLIGHTED AREA IS
SANTA MARIA WITH THE HIGHEST SCORE. (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME, SEE TABLE 6, COLUMN “FINAL SCORE”).

4.6. Comparing area with highest score and area with
proposed light rail project

FIGURE 13 - POSITIONING OF THE PROPOSED LIGHT RAIL LINE AGAINST THE FINAL SCORE MAP REPRESENTATION .
THE COLORS WERE DESATURATED TO INCREASE CONTRAST WITH THE LIGHT RAIL. (FOR LEGEND OF COLOR SCHEME,
SEE TABLE 6, COLUMN “FINAL SCORE”).
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The light rail project cuts through the Plano Piloto, connecting the city center to the airport
with one expected stop in the Candangolândia AR. The airport is located at the extremity of
Lago Sul, the highest earning neighborhood in the city. One of the main arguments for
investing in the light rail project is that it would run on clean energy and it would substitute
sections of several bus routes that go along the W3 avenue in Plano Piloto, reducing traffic.
This would require public transport passengers from further regions to stop at terminals to
change from buses to the light rail tram, which could result in additional costs for the
passengers, since no statement was released regarding how this new service will be charged
or integrated with the existing public transport infrastructure and its pricing system.
This project was presented during the 2014 FIFA World Cup preparation phase as a way to
facilitate access for tourists to reach their destination. With the exception of
Candangolândia, only the inhabitants of Plano Piloto would feel the advertised decrease in
air pollution. Plano Piloto is the lowest scoring AR in almost all variables, with the exception
of “Share of the AR’s daily commutes to the ‘Plano Piloto’ AR”, in which it is by far the highest.
With this immense share of their population working in their own neighborhood and their
far denser cycle path network (Figure 4) it could be argued that they have more to gain in
investing on cycling infrastructure to promote other modes of transportation rather than
substituting bus lines with the light rail project.

Final score
8
6

5,602

4,547

4,369

4,275

4

3,937

3,459

3,378

3,081

Riacho
Fundo II

Varjão

São
Sebastião

Itapoã

2
0
-2

Santa
Maria

Planaltina Recanto Paranoá
das Emas

Plano
Piloto

-4
-6
-8
-10

-8,63

GRAPHIC 4 - BAR GRAPHIC DEPICTING DIFFERENCE IN THE AVERAGE SCORES OF THE 25% OF THE NEIGHBORHOODS
(ARS) WITH THE HIGHEST NEED FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENT AND THE AR TO RECEIVE THE LIGHT RAIL
PROJECT (PLANO PILOTO).

The difference between the average score of the eight highest scoring ARs and the one that
would receive the light rail line is the sharpest in the ranking. Plano Piloto has a large
difference to the second lowest scoring area (Lago Sul), and Santa Maria on the other hand
is also further from the others in their quarter.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1. Introduction
The thesis started by introducing theoretical concepts of the transport justice theory that
would base the entire research. An adaptation of Martens’ guidelines for transport fairness
assessment was proposed to fit the research and the case study’s data availability. The
variables extracted were compiled and normalized to be compared and ranked to provide
a fairness assessment on the chosen city’s public transport system. Based on the results, it
is possible to analyze where this adapted methodology lacks in precision, which information
is necessary, and which regions would be more in need of public transport investment.

5.2. Conclusions
The purpose of this research has been twofold, as captured by the two research
questions guiding the inquiry:
How can the fairness of (investments in) transport systems be assessed in a
developing-world context?
To what extent does the proposed light rail line in Brasilia enhance transport justice
in the metropolitan area?
The analysis of Brasilia has not only served to answer the second question, but also as the
case study for applying and testing the approach developed as an answer to the former one.

Towards a methodology for assessing transport fairness in developingworld context
The assessment of the fairness of existing transport systems, and of proposed
improvements in that system, is a substantial methodological challenge. Transport justice
theory, as developed by Martens (2017), requires a detailed analysis of accessibility levels
as experienced by population groups that differ in terms of the transport means available
to them, their income level, as well as their residential location. This does not only require
a large number of data that are often not available in a developing-world context, but also
advanced modeling expertise to calculate accessibility levels.
Given the lack of data and expertise in a Global South context, approximate approaches for
assessing the fairness of transport systems must be developed. The case study of Brasilia
shows that it is possible to gain some understanding of the vast disparities in accessibility
by using proxy measures. These proxy measures included three different types of variables:
proxy variables for household characteristics (e.g., average income, average vehicle
ownership in an area), variables on travel patterns (e.g., average time travel to the city
center, share of public transport use), and variables on public transport supply (e.g., number
of bus lines serving a area). These variables are available in most developing-world contexts
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and provide a rough assessment of the extent to which people who need public transport
most are actually served by public transport. By including these proxy variables, it is also
possible to identify transport disadvantage in terms of travel time (which may be caused by
limited public transport provision in an area or congestion on main routes) and in terms of
travel costs, with the latter being particularly important in a developing-world context.
By combining these three sets of variables, it proofed possible to identify the most deprived
areas in Brasilia, providing the basis for critically reflecting on the proposed location of the
new light rail line (see below).
While Brasilia, like any city, is a special case, the case study thus shows that it is possible to
gain an understanding of the ‘landscape’ of transport fairness in a developing-world context.
For some of the proxy measures used in the Brasilia case, such as income, number of
available public transport lines and their frequency, and the average commute travel time
for different regions, data tend to be available in most developing-world cities, so that areas
of general deprivation can be easily identified.
While data and expertise are likely to be in issue in many places, there are three factors that
make the identification of areas of low accessibility indeed easier in developing-world cities.
First, the extreme income inequality in most cities makes it easy to identify deprived areas.
Second, the extreme income inequality translates itself in the population’s highly unequal
accessibility levels, as the poor population have virtually no access to a car. Third, the spatial
structure makes it easier to identify areas of high and low accessibility. Not only does a large
share of the poor population live on developing city’s edges, in part caused by processes of
displacement. Also, opportunities tend to be highly concentrated in the city center, so that
proximity to the city center is a strong indicator of person’s access to employment and
services. Taken together, these particular circumstances suggest that the need to conduct
advanced accessibility measurements is limited and that estimates of different groups’ ease
of access to the urban core is sufficient to identify groups that are poorly served by the
existing transport system. Estimates of this ease of access can be made in most contexts,
even when accurate data on travel times are not available. While such a proxy approach
moves away from the actual measurement of accessibility towards a measurement of
(formal or informal) public transport supply, it is likely to be enough to distinguish between
proposed interventions that clearly enhance and those that clearly worsen transport
fairness in (rapidly growing) developing-world cities. Striving for the proverbial ‘best’
(highly sophisticated measurement of accessibility) may be the enemy of the ‘good’ (proxy
measures to identify clear injustices), certainly in a developing-world context.
Fairness assessment methodologies should be constantly adapted to fit each case’s data
availability and context. Combining different variables that shape transport and tackles
public transport supply and travel patterns are extremely important to reach an adequate
ranking of population groups based on their (estimated) levels of accessibility to
opportunities. The conceptual tools provided by transport justice theorists thus seem to be
applicable in a developing-world context, albeit with the necessary methodological
adaptions.
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The fairness of Brasilia’s light rail line
Although being built ex nihilo, Brasilia followed the typical patterns observed in other cities
in the developing world. Its initial urban design was limited to what now are the wealthiest
regions in the city, perpetuating the standard of concentrating opportunities and activity
spots in the city center, with almost all the governmental jobs in Brasilia clustered in the
Plano Piloto AR. This carries an extra weight since Brasilia is the national capital and thus
is the base for all the federal institutions, making the public job market its main one.
Other aspects connect Brasilia with other developing countries’ large cities, such as having
its poor population pushed to the outskirts of the city. The areas that showed the lowest
accessibility were found in the northern, eastern, and southern edges of the city. The
western part presents uneven accessibility levels due to the metro line that serves some of
its regions, but not the poorest ones, such as Sol Nascente.
One feature of Brasilia that does not follow that common pattern is the vast empty green
spaces in between its neighborhoods. While other cities see new settlements being built just
around the established urban area, several of Brasilia’s ARs were created extremely far from
the city center, disregarding the time and financial cost of transporting workers daily to the
center. Other ARs, such as Santa Maria, Riacho Fundo and Vicente Pires originated from
rural settlements distant to the city center and evolved into gated communities and later an
administrative region of their own. Those long distances between not only the city center
and its poorer surrounding neighborhoods, but amongst each AR, increase considerably the
travel time even if the congestion levels are relatively modest and not comparable to other
same sized cities in the country.
The proposed light rail would serve the Plano Piloto administrative region and it would go
along the W3 avenue. The light rail planned route connects the airport to the south and
north parts of the W3 avenue even though this connection already exists through at least
three different bus lines. This avenue is the one with the highest number of different bus
lines in the entire city with virtually no waiting time if one is to follow the same route as the
light rail would do. As the public transport advocate groups have previously stated, the
implementation of a light rail system would not result in a change of behavior of the Plano
Piloto’s inhabitants regarding public transport use. A 2020 official study states that 90% of
public transport passengers who access the W3 avenue come from other administrative
regions. The project foresees the withdrawal of 221 bus lines from W3 avenue, remaining
only circular lines of the Plano Piloto. As a result, the route will no longer receive around
1,600 buses per day. The current bus lines would end in terminals on both extremities of
the avenue, resulting in an extra change of transport mode for the commuter and the
extinction of the existing bus routes that go along the avenue (GDF, 2020).
The main justification behind the project is that it will free two lanes that now are exclusive
for buses, increasing the traffic flow in the area at the same time that it would run on electric
energy that is provided by existing clean hydroelectric power. While it is undeniable that
changing the combustion-based transport mode to one that runs on non-pollutant and
sustainable energy source would improve the air quality in the area and lower the city’s
greenhouse gas emission, this AR is already the third wealthiest in the city and the one that
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showed the lowest need for public transport improvements in the neighborhood ranking
presented in this research.
By approaching this project from a transport justice standpoint, it becomes clear that the
proposed light rail indeed decreases rather than enhances the fairness of Brasilia’s
transport system. This conclusion corroborates the statements made by mobility advocacy
groups, and it expands the statement by proposing different areas that are in greater need
of public transport improvements.
The mode of transportation itself, a light rail tram, is not a main contributor to the decrease
in the fairness of the area’s transport system. One can argue that the benefits of lower air
pollution and decrease of fossil fuel consumption are shared across the inhabitants of
Brasilia, but one cannot deny that the necessary financial investment and physical changes
in the landscape to implement this new transport mode could be better applied. The number
of possible changes on the supplementation of bus routes and vehicles across the
neighborhoods listed as the ones in most need of transport investments could prove to be
more effective in increasing the fairness of Brasilia’s transport system.

5.3. Recommendations for policy and further research
The case study presented in this thesis provides an example that could prove to be useful
for beginner researchers and policymakers who are interested in equity assessment of
transportation projects and allocation of investments. Methods of spatial data analysis and
combination of variables like the ones deployed in this study can help policymakers make
better decisions.
If these methods and values are incorporated with traditional practices of transport project
appraisal and definition of high priority areas, it can lead to incremental but important
improvements in the ability of decision makers to assess the accessibility impacts of
transport projects, either ex-post or ex-ante. Even in the contexts where the process of
transport planning and decision making is dominated by politicized power, better analytical
methods have an important role to play in informing advocacy groups and popular
movements and in increasing accountability on the distributional effects of transport
policies.
The rapid progress of smart devices and applications in the mobility sector open up a huge
potential for mobility services that allow for a collective contribution in the collection of
actual transport data regarding travel patterns, public transport supply and efficiency. App
developers have recognized this potential and there has been a growth in a variety of apps
that assist in wayfinding, track users, share travel information and provide real-time public
transport information. This enables access to data resources that were previously collected
irregularly by transport departments and offers potential for decision-making based on a
richer information base. If such (anonymized) data would become open access, it may also
strengthen the information base and thus the power of citizens and citizen organizations in
decision-making processes.
In a period of austerity and disinvestment by the public sector in Brazil, Latin America and
several parts of the Global South, this transfer of responsibility from governmental agencies
to individuals is attractive to policy makers as a cost-effective mean of addressing the
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externalities of travel. Cities from developing countries that are still creating or
consolidating their data collection methods, be it due to lack of necessary resources or
expertise, should take advantage of the crescent number of crowdsourcing platforms
available today. The provision of open access, reliable and updated data from the
governmental agencies could be improved if combined with open source and communitybased sources of information, such as applications that could increase the precision of
public transport time schedules.
Other cities in the Global South face similar situations as Brasilia regarding inequity in
(public) transport network investments. It could be of great use for these cities to
coordinate the sharing of information among different governmental institutions. The cross
referencing of data related to public and private transport usage with housing, place of work
and land use is fundamental to have a better understanding of the accessibility situation in
a certain area.
The ten-step approach presented in the theoretical framework section of this thesis
proposes a series of actions to be taken in order to deal with fairness issues in the transport
sphere. As it was done for the formulation of the ranking here presented, it is deemed
necessary to collect a set of data to accurately assess the inequalities in accessibility across
an analyzed area. The initial step of identifying and classifying sections of the population
concerning their place of residence, which transport modes are available to them and their
socio-economic status is something that is already done by most governments, but not
necessarily combined to determine the funding allocation regarding transportation.
Transport planners and other professionals should guide their design based on information
that includes these variables, going beyond the focus on the functioning of the transport
system and mere provision of (road) infrastructure.
I would further recommend governmental institutions to establish what Martens (2017)
elaborates as an accessibility and potential mobility threshold for their own city’s context
and limitations. After having created a line of what levels are considered acceptable, priority
areas and population groups should be identified. Proposed mobility and accessibility
interventions should (primarily) be focused on those groups with the lowest accessibility
levels, thus improving the overall fairness in the transport system.

5.4. Reflection
There are several points along the thesis that expose weaknesses of the employed theory
and chosen and adapted method. The methodological process tried to adapt Karel Martens’
theoretical approach in order to make it function with the available data for the case study.
This theoretical approach relies heavily on accessibility as its central aspect, which demands
a more complex and complete way of measuring and assessing accessibility levels. This was
not perfectly feasible within the scope of this thesis and expertise of the researcher to
measure accessibility levels in a way that would suffice the intended goal.
Acknowledging that accessibility is in the core of transportation planning based on
principles of justice, the many ways of assessing accessibility remain dependent on the
availability of reliable, verifiable, and up-to-date information of the transport system in
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question. The unreliable conditions and lack of information were to be expected when
studying a developing-world city which required adaptations on the methods created by
academics that mostly come from more economically developed countries. Those
adaptations proved to be enough for the case of Brasilia since it disposes of a richer data
source when compared to other cities in similar situations.
With this restriction in mind, one can see that other methods could have been adopted, if
not instead of the one used, at least in combination with it. For example, work focusing more
on public transport provision and a match between public transport need and its supply,
could have presented a better fit with some of the variables used in the thesis’ analysis, since
they describe the supply of public transport in a region.
The investigation also suffers from its crude spatial scale of the analysis. For example, only
one area, Plano Piloto, was considered as the destination point on the travel pattern
analysis, since it contains most of the job opportunities. The other job centers in the case
study were not taken into consideration for lack of information about it. This reduced the
analysis in studying the commutes between an AR and the city center (Plano Piloto).
Although it does concentrate the highest number of jobs offers and draws the highest
number of commuters across the city, it may not be enough to evaluate the supply of the
public transport system as a whole. In a more ideal situation, one should calculate how each
of the ARs are interconnected with each other and how are the travel patterns amongst
them, giving a more realistic portrayal of their needs for better public transport.
The scoring system’s reliability is also hindered by the simplicity in which the scores were
summed together. No different weights were distributed to the variables, resulting in all of
them affecting equally the final score. Since the assembly of the ranking criteria is an
experimentation, there is plenty of room for improvement and tuning until it can properly
show what it is meant to show, and possibly be applicable to other cases with a different set
of variables available.
The defined border lines of the administrative regions adopted in this thesis were the
official ones used by the local government. Several of the ARs have an uneven geographical
distribution of socio-economic populational groups, which could result in score variations
within the administrative region. The criteria for defining if a region was served by the
metro system was if there was a metro station inside its borders. This could lead to
miscalculations regarding the proxy measures that shape public transport supply.
The possibility for miscalculations is well-known in geography and is known as the
Modifiable Area Unit Problem (e.g., Stepniak and Rosik, 2015). The problem is particularly
relevant for assessing access to the public transport system and public transport-based
accessibility to destinations, as underscored for instance in Currie’s work. Referring to
studies that measure access from an administrative unit to a transit stop, he points out that
using an administrative unit as a proxy for the home of all residents within the unit can lead
to errors (Currie, 2010). This methodological flaw could be rectified by creating a radius
around the metro stations and then calculating the number of residents within this radius.
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Percentage of commutes
done by public transport
(%)
16
43,2
38,2
49,1
32,6
56,6
60,6
31,3
55,8
26,5
21,6
49,9
56,1
54,3
60,5
5,6
40,3
14,6
38,7
29,6
58,3
8
53,2
11,6
51,9
37,8
6,7
52,8
12,2
17,9
50,3
57
34,8

Share of the AR's daily
commute to the 'Plano
Piloto' AR (%)
87,5
31,4
29,5
25,9
43,3
37,3
36,5
33,9
26,5
48,3
57,7
28,8
37,8
37,5
29,4
65,3
31,7
69,4
42,8
46,1
32
76,6
29
52,3
22,4
48,1
65,9
32,3
59,4
32,5
20,4
19,1
33,5

Share of private vehicle
ownership per household
(%)

87,00
65,00
72,00
56,10
72,90
60,30
43,40
67,90
56,80
81,30
86,40
58,70
57,40
56,40
61,30
96,90
67,10
92,80
67,50
90,20
62,00
92,90
38,50
93,60
47,60
78,50
94,60
54,70
97,00
86,30
61,00
56,10
77,20

Administrative Region

Plano Piloto (Asa Sul e Asa Norte)
Gama
Taguatinga
Brazlândia
Sobradinho
Planaltina
Paranoá
Núcleo Bandeirante
Ceilândia
Guará
Cruzeiro
Samambaia
Santa Maria
São Sebastião
Recanto das Emas
Lago Sul
Riacho Fundo
Lago Norte
Candangolândia
Águas Claras
Riacho Fundo II
Sudoeste/Octogonal
Varjão
Park Way
SCIA / Estrutural
Sobradinho II
Jardim Botânico
Itapoã
SIA
Vicente Pires
Fercal
Sol Nascente/Pôr do Sol
Arniqueira

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
N/a

6770,2
1604,1
2211,6
1129,1
2128,4
1140,6
829,6
2376,5
1125,1
3688,6
3749,4
997,1
990,8
1359,6
859,5
8322,8
1321,2
6439,7
1434,6
6246,2
803,1
7131,4
840,6
5945,6
573,3
2353,6
5846,1
931,9
3800,2
2978,6
816,3
1125,1

Average income
per capita (BRL)

Frequency of bus
Number of available bus lines
departures from the AR to Average daily commute time
connecting the AR to the 'Plano
(minutes)
the 'Plano Piloto' AR
Piloto' AR
(departures/day)
16,65
10337
151 + metro
28,25
209
7
33,7
5384
126 + metro
31,12
92
16
31,16
201
18
40,42
216
28
31
349
27
26,56
630
39
35,01
2898
69 + metro
22,23
300
16
19,2
483
28
34,76
1536
18 + metro
42,07
313
8
32,56
377
21
38,22
253
15
20,74
795
47
29,49
584
36
23,43
145
9
23,03
680
46
29,46
3931
2 + metro
34,08
124
11
18,55
319
17
23,73
64
4
24,42
553
17
26,6
68
7
31,67
123
12
26,36
126
13
30
288
16
19,8
90
8
27,36
13
3
25,70
7
2
32,39
188
20
28,27
16
5
221.326
132.466
205.670
53.534
60.077
177.492
65.533
23.619
345.181
134.002
31.079
232.893
128.882
115.256
130.043
29.754
41.410
33.103
16.489
116.184
85.658
53.770
8.802
20.511
35.520
85.574
26.449
62.208
1.549
66.491
8.583
87.746
45.000

Population
Size
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7. Appendix
TABLE 7 - COMPLETE TABLE

DISPLAYING ALL VARIABLES IN

THEIR ORIGINAL MEASUREMENT

UNITS
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